AMOWEBA Suite – SOCIAL COMPUTING.
Human Links Organization – Strategic Intelligence

A. Presentation

1. Tools

*Human-Links Organization*
A new peer to peer solution for information searching and sharing, HLO indexes, classifies and automatically organizes information from each user's point of view, independently from language or vocabulary, and puts you in direct contact with expert users. A light solution, with no initial configuration requirements, and adapted to available resources, HLO permits you, in a glance, to access all of the information in your corporate network, indexed and made available in real time.

*Human-Links Strategic Intelligence*
Especially designed for business intelligence researchers, whose profession is the treatment of information, Human-Links Strategic Intelligence fuses, classifies and organizes all of your information sources (search engines, web pages, newsletters, internal and external professional databases ...) and facilitates collaborative work (scheduling, documentation, diffusion, statistics, charts and schemas, in native, excel and html format). By offering a powerful meta-motor, reporting tools and a "reader", the tool allows users to diffuse information among collaborators. Human-Links Intelligence offers an optimal, performance-oriented solution for strategic intelligence activities.

2. Site Web Language

French and English

3. Tool interface language

French and English

4. Price

Human Link Intelligence: 129€ HT per licence;
5. **Plateform**

Windows, Unix, Linux, ASP

6. **Modularity**

2

7. **Contact**

**Site**  
http://www.amoweba.com/fr/hlo.php  
http://www.social-computing.com/

**Mail**  
bizdev@amoweba.com

**Center:**  
C/o DSA  
22 place du Général Catroux  
75017 Paris, France  
**One European contact:**  
C/o DSA  
22 place du Général Catroux  
75017 Paris, France

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
ANACUBIS :
Anacubis Desktop

A. Presentation

1. Tools

The anacubis Desktop is a ground-breaking visual research and analysis software product for corporate researchers, analysts and intelligence professionals. It supports the visual discovery and analysis of intelligence in both online and enterprise information. Information is represented in the anacubis Desktop by icons and links and users can import, create, analyze and distribute visual representations of their research and analysis.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

6000€<

5. Plateform

Windows NT, 2000, XP

6. Modularity

2

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
7. Contact

Site
http://www.anacubis.com/desktop/overview/index.html
Mail
info@anacubis.com
Center:
Anacubis, 6551 Loisdale Court, Suite 600, Springfield, VA 22150, USA
One European contact:
Anacubis, The Visual Space, Capital Park, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB1 5XH, UK

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
A. Presentation

1. Tools

This tool is a software suite composed by the following steps: Identification/valorisation of information sources - Exploration, acquisition and storage - Search, extraction, content filtering - Capture, classification for images or text content - Creation of knowledge base - Reuse for production of reproduction paper, text, image.

The composition of the software suite:

For acquisition:

• AL.bot: semantic alert robot, intelligent search agent
• AL.grabb: semantic robot, intelligent search agent for big volume of information.

For indexing, search, navigation:

• AL.calimm: search engine, semantic analysis: is composed by AL.pertimm and AL.noemic.
• AL.sifter: tool of semantic structuring of content
• ALogimage: navigation and indexation system in image database

For the treatment of results:

• AL.class: automatic and semi automatic classification
• AL.summarizer: summarize of the content of the answer
• AL.egems: capture and classification of data

2. Site Web Language

English and French
3. **Tool interface language**

English and French.

4. **Price**

30000€< for one software suite.

5. **Plateform**

Windows NT et autres NT.

6. **Modularity**

3

7. **Contact**

Site
Mail : contact@alogic.fr
Center:
ALOGIC A.A., 9 rue Saint Florentin, 75008 Paris, France.
**One European contact:**
ALOGIC A.A., 9 rue Saint Florentin, 75008 Paris, France.

8. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

AreYouNet.com proposes to you an ASP (Application Solution Provider) or a CRM (Customer Relation Management) solution. This solution provides to realize all steps of a questionnaire or an audit. (Conception of the questionnaire, dissemination to user panel, compilation of answers, treatment and analysis of results, report production).

2. Site Web Language

French

3. Tool interface language

French

4. Price

6000€ < for one application.

5. Plateform

ASP Platform

6. Modularity

1
7. Contact

Site
http://www.areyounet.com/runet/client/Home
Mail
info@areyounet.com
Center:
Areyounet.com, 2 rue Prolongée, 95650 Puissieux-Pontoise, FR
One European contact:
Areyounet.com, 2 rue Prolongée, 95650 Puissieux-Pontoise, FR

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
ARISEM Suite

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Arisem is dedicated to meeting Knowledge Management requirements, and offers KM solutions in order to increase company productivity. These solutions enable you to:

- monitor your strategic environment;
- increase the value of available information within the company;
- identify and make use of employees skills.

Arisem offers a “knowledge structuring” approach in order to ease and optimise control and employee access to all available company information. Whether this information is external (Web) or internal (Databases, etc.), Arisem offers a tool allowing the transformation of this available information into active knowledge. The Arisem software range enables the implementation of a global Knowledge Management process, which is simple and progressive and crosses three project types:

- Competitive Intelligence : Technological competition, image and strategic competitive intelligence on the Web or on internal databases;
- Search engine and content management;
- Collaborative features and expert location management.

2. Site Web Language

English and French.

3. Tool interface language

French, English, Deutsch, Italian, Spanish.

4. Price

>30000 € : for one suite.

5. Plateform

Windows, Unix

Redactors : C Jungers / S Goria
6. Modularity

2

7. Contact

Site
http://www.arisem.com/fr/produits/competitive.html
Mail
sales@arisem.com
Center:
Arisem, 131 rue St Denis, 75001 Paris, France
One European contact:
Arisem, 131 rue St Denis, 75001 Paris, France

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
ATOMZ CORPORATION:  
Atomz Search  

A. Presentation  

1. Tools  

Atomz Search "crawls" through your existing Web site by following the hyperlinks from page to page, starting with the URL entrypoint(s) that the Web designer enters into the application. Atomz can start indexing your site "as is" with no need to re-design or rework your site. Because Atomz indexes the Web site exactly as the visitor experiences it, search results are accurate and relevant. Atomz Search indexes all of the critical components of the page -- including the body of the page, the page title, keyword meta-tags, description meta-tags, target meta-tags, and customer-defined meta-tags. The resulting site index is stored within the Atomz network for easy retrieval and delivery to the Web site's visitors. Customers have total control over scheduling, frequency and scope of the indexing process. Atomz Search transforms site search into a sales and marketing tool -- enabling you to guide, influence and learn from your site visitors. Delivered as a hosted, on-demand service, Atomz Search works with your existing Web infrastructure and allows you to tailor every aspect of site search to meet the needs of your customer.  

2. Site Web Language  

English  

3. Tool interface language  

20 languages  

4. Price  

30 000€ < for one application of Atomz Search.  

5. Plateform  

Windows – Mac OS
6. Modularity

7. Contact

Site
http://www.atomz.com

Mail
info@atomz.com

Center:
Atomz Corporation, 1111 Bayhill Drive, Suite 285, San Bruno, CA 94066, USA

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
AUDIT MASTER PLAN

A. Presentation

1. Tools

auditMASTERPLAN is a scientifically designed computer-based risk assessment, planning and work tracking system for internal auditors developed under the auspices of the Institute of Internal Auditors. It is being used successfully by hundreds of internal auditing professionals throughout the world. auditMASTERPLAN (AMP) can help you make more effective use of scarce resources - time, money and personnel. Once you identify auditable units and define key risk factors, AMP goes to work for you. AMP helps focus attention on high-risk areas, audit costs and other resource constraints, and helps you develop high quality, defensible audit coverage plans for presentation to your top management.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

1 499 $ for one complete system.

5. Plateform

Windows

6. Modularity

2
7. Contact

Site
http://www.jebcl.com/amp.htm
Mail
support@jebcl.com
Center:
auditMasterPlan, 30 Markdale Avenue, Toronto, Canada M6C 1T1, CA

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
AUTONOMY Inc. Suite

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Autonomy's products are built on the IDOL infrastructure. IDOL Server is Autonomy's flagship product. It is a platform for understanding the meaning and significance of information: additional functionality can be seamlessly integrated with IDOL Server in order to perform advanced operations on that data. Using this off-the-shelf solution, organizations can quickly process digital information automatically and communicate with multiple applications without the need for manual processing or meta-data. IDOL Server has a completely open architecture and is entirely data agnostic and scalable thereby allowing large organizations to manage vast quantities of information regardless of format or storage location.

Full-functionality modules for IDOL Server include:
- **Retrieval**: Autonomy Retrieval offers a wide range of retrieval methods, from simple legacy keyword search to highly sophisticated conceptual querying.
- **Hyperlinking**: Automatic hyperlinks connect users to a range of pertinent documents, services or products that are contextually linked to the original text.
- **Summarization**: Autonomy's IDOL Server accepts a piece of content and then automatically returns a summary of the information.
- **Taxonomy Generation**: IDOL Server’s automatic taxonomy generation feature provides an ‘information landscape’ allowing users to see the spread and type of information.
- **Categorization**: IDOL Server automatically categorizes data without the need for manual intervention. Categories can also be imported from existing XML files, legacy topics and legacy Autonomy Agents.
- **Channels**: Relevant information is automatically fed into a set of hierarchical channels. Channel hierarchies are customized and can be edited by the users.
- **Clustering**: Autonomy automatically clusters information based on an understanding of its content.
- **Eduction**: Phrases and numeric values in documents are automatically tagged when the document is stored in IDOL Server.
- **Agents**: IDOL Server can be configured to monitor information on Intranet and Internet sites, news feeds, chat streams and internal repositories and alert users to information that is relevant to their specific interests.
- **Profiling**: Autonomy monitors the way in which users interact with information and automatically forms profiles of their interests. These profiles are then used to alert users to existing material, and where appropriate, deliver highly relevant new information.
- **Collaboration**: Autonomy automatically analyses users’ explicit interest agents and implicit profile agents and then creates virtual groups of experts.
- **Alerting**: Automatic alerting facilities allow users to be instantly alerted to new pertinent content.
2. **Site Web Language:** English

3. **Tool interface language:** 65 languages

4. **Price**

>30000€

5. **Plateform**

Windows, Linux, Sun Solaris, Unix

6. **Modularity : 2**

7. **Contact**

   **Site**
   [http://www.autonomy.com/content/home/](http://www.autonomy.com/content/home/)

   **Mail**
   autonomy@autonomy.com

   **Center:**
   Autonomy Inc, 301 Howard Street, 22nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105, USA

   **One European contact:**
   Autonomy, Cambridge Business Park, Cowley Rd, Cambridge, CB4 OWZ, UK

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
CEIS : OWL’™ Suite

A. Presentation

1. Tools

- **Audit™**: identification of information needs automatically. You obtain graphical views of the situation of your company concerning internal organisation, relation with information, needs of the company regarding the nine types of watch: market, customer, supplier, competitor, product, technology, management, law, financial.
- **Owl'Check™**: Watch and alerts easily: this tool works seven a week, this tools works on mailing list, forum and website. It can treat website private requiring login and password. It permits to confirm alerts by email activated by a single changement on a website page or using keywords. Operators Booleans are used.
- **Owl'Sem™**: semantic analysis and sourcing tool – meta search engine;
- **Owl'Sources™**: a personal knowledge base: electronic, contact, partnership sources.

2. Site Web Language

French and English : under construction

3. Tool interface language

French : Audit , Owl’Sem™, Owl’Sources

English : Owl’Check™, Owl’Desk™,

4. Price

>30000€ for one suite.

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
5. **Plateform**

Windows - ASP

6. **Modularity**

4

7. **Contact**

- **Site**: [http://www.ceis-strat.com](http://www.ceis-strat.com)
- **Mail**: sverley@ceis-strat.com
- **Center**: CEIS 42 bis rue de Bourgogne 75007 Paris France

**One European contact:**
CEIS 42 bis rue de Bourgogne 75007 Paris France

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
CIPHER: CIPHER Suite

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Knowledge.Works is a Cipher's competitive intelligence software; it takes the guesswork out of decision-making. Built in workflow and automation mean you get the details you need, when you need them. It organizes all of your information sources in a single searchable, secure relational database with browser-based access. It eliminates the duplication of news sources. To Share knowledge, it develops a secure "self-service" corporate intelligence library in less than five clicks. It gives users easy access to "off-the-shelf" strategic research reports anytime of the day.

Cipher Delivers:
- Strategic research services (using both secondary and primary sources);
- Analysis and strategy development support;
- Presentation-ready intelligence deliverables;
- Custom intelligence technology tools including Knowledge.Works;
- Bundled solutions with both technology and service components.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool Interface Language

English

4. Price

30 000€ < for one application.

5. Plateform

Windows 2000 – Lotus Note
6. Modularity

7. Contact

Site
http://www.cipher-sys.com/
Mail
r.farcot@cipher-sys.com
Center:
Cipher, 80 Glastonbury Blvd, First Floor, Glastonbury CT 06033, USA

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
A. Presentation

1. Tools

ACIS provides a central reservoir for knowledge and information. It maintains detailed, customized profiles which can include companies, assets, people, markets, technologies and other areas of interest. It captures news articles, and stores them in a logical, organized manner. ACIS utilizes a personalized automated alerting function indicating when data, intelligence or information is added or changed. It allows workgroups to organize all information around a project and its tasks.

- Generates early warning signals on opportunities and threats in your business environment.
- Provides a central reservoir for knowledge and information.
- Maintains detailed, customized profiles which can include companies, assets, people, markets, technologies and other areas of interest.
- Captures news articles, and stores them in a logical, organized manner.
- Uses a patented methodology to capture, organize and distribute your people's knowledge and learnings.
- Utilizes a personalized automated alerting function indicating when data, intelligence or information is added or changed.
- Provides instant access to news, knowledge and high priority alerts through a homepage portal.
- Allows workgroups to organize all information around a project and its tasks.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

> 30 000 € for one application,
5. **Plateform**

Sun

6. **Modularity**

1

7. **Contact**

Site
Mail
info@coemergence.com
Center:
Coemergence, 500-1791 Barrington Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 3K9

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
DAEDALUS SUITE:
Lawerinto – K Site

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Lawerinto miner
Lawerinto is a powerful solution to obtain reports about access to web sites. These reports include from usual statistical information to advance reports as visitors segmentation, common associations or sequences of visited pages. Lawerinto extracts and presents statistical information about pages visited combining tables and graphics:
- Web traffic reports: how are the visits distributed?
- Content access reports: which are the pages seen by users or clients?
- Visitor reports: who are the visitors of a web site?
- Referrer reports: which web pages do our visitors come from?

K Site corporate agent
K Site proposes the storage and processing, the indexation and documents retrieval. It works with more than 200 formats of internal documents and form Internet. K Site Corporate Agent: permits the classification of informations and electronic documents regarding an organization profiling.

2. Site Web Language

English, Spanish

3. Tool interface language

English, Spanish

4. Price

6 000€< for one application.

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
5. **Plateform:**

Windows, Linux, Unix

6. **Modularity**

2

7. **Contact**

- **Site:**
  [http://www.daedalus.es/ProdKSiteAC-E.php](http://www.daedalus.es/ProdKSiteAC-E.php)
- **Mail:**
  info@daedalus.es
- **Center:**
  DAEDALUS SA, C/ Lopez de Hoyos 15, 3º, E-28006 Madrid, Spain
- **One European contact:**
  DAEDALUS SA, C/ Lopez de Hoyos 15, 3º, E-28006 Madrid, Spain

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
DIGIMIND SUITE:
Digimind Evolution – Strategic Finder

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Digimind Evolution
Digimind Evolution is a global competitive intelligence platform. It is capable of managing the entire competitive intelligence requirements of an organisation, from sourcing data through to collecting, processing, and analysing and finally sending out relevant information. Digimind Evolution takes into account the needs of those who implement and manage the competitive intelligence system (researchers, managers etc), those who apply the results (marketing managers, sales representatives, management committees etc), and at the same time facilitates the work of those responsible for ensuring that the infrastructure is fully functional (IT department). The different steps are: sourcing, collecting, filtering and circulation.

Strategic Finder
Strategic Finder is a meta-search engine for professionals, specialized by activity sector. It helps you to interrogate in the same time a lot of professional internet databases.

2. Site Web Language

French, English

3. Tool interface language

French, English

4. Price

- 30 000€ for one suite. Strategic finder is a free tool.
5. **Plateform**

Windows

6. **Modularity**

3

7. **Contact**

Site:  
http://www.digimind.fr/

Mail:  
contact@digimind.fr

Center:  
Digimind, 12 rue Ampère, BP 267, 38016 Grenoble, France

One European contact:  
Digimind, 12 rue Ampère, BP 267, 38016 Grenoble, France

---

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

Knowledge Engineering Workbench
The Knowledge Engineering Workbench (KEW) is a development tool used by knowledge workers to enable high quality taxonomy building. The KEW provides a unified framework for editing lexical resources used within taxonomies. Taxonomies are an effective corporate information retrieval tool to organize and navigate corporate information. A taxonomy is a hierarchical classification system used to organize knowledge. On a corporate or web portal, the most efficient way to search information collections is typically to browse a taxonomy that organizes the information within a hierarchy of categories and sub-categories. Most importantly, **the creation of the taxonomy must be automated and based on the content found in the information**, no matter how many sub-category levels are needed.

SemioDiscovery
SemioDiscovery incorporates graphical visualization, personalization, interactive alerting, security, audit tracking, directory browsing, and integrated search features to SemioTagger’s core content categorization capabilities. These new features enable users to now more precisely pinpoint desired information within thousands or even millions of documents.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

> 30 000 € for one suite.
5. Platform

Windows - Sun

6. Modularity

3

7. Contact

Site
http://www.entrieva.com/entrieva/products/

Center:
Entrieva Inc., 2100 Reston Parkway, Suite 204, Reston, VA 20191, USA

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD

![Diagram of CAPTIWAD functionality]
EXPERT SYSTEM SUITE:
Beagle - Netwatcher

A. Presentation

1. Tools

**Beagle**
Beagle is an innovative solution that allows to perform detailed analyses of all the significant information contained in the text. It supplements the basic semantic net with highly customizable modules to monitor the specific information sources and find connections among documents available in different formats.

Beagle consists of different modules:

- **Beagle Monitor:** for real-time analysis of streams of data (newsgroups, chat, news, sms, emails, etc.), following semantic criteria that are personalised to suit the needs of the client.
- **Beagle Search:** one of the most powerful search tools available on the market of unstructured data. As well as using the key word logic, it combines conceptual and topic search criteria.
- **Beagle Report:** an indispensable tool for analysts who need to carry out interactive analysis of large quantities of unstructured information.
- **Beagle Alike:** based on a semantic reference map, it traces contents with similar characteristics in order to identify rapidly documents that have concepts in common.
- **Beagle Relation:** provides a cross-view and relations among data through transversal analysis of texts and documents.
- **Beagle Cluster:** cluster diagrams provide a clear and immediate view of the relations identified among the data.

**Netwatcher**
NetWatcher is an advanced software agent that performs targeted searches on Internet and Intranet, offering the opportunity of setting customized search criteria, and communicating the results to the user via e-mail and Web pages. Thanks to the continuous monitoring of the specified sources, the user can receive automatically the results of the search and then file the results.

2. Site Web Language

English and Italian

3. Tool interface language

English, French, Italian

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
4. **Price**

>30000€

5. **Platform**: Windows, Linux

6. **Modularity**: 3

7. **Contact**

   **Site**
   [http://www.expertsytem.it/eng_beagle.htm](http://www.expertsytem.it/eng_beagle.htm)

   **Mail**
   info@expertsytem.it

   **Center**:  
   Expert System, Via Virgilio, 56/Q, 41100 Modena, Italy

   **One European contact**:  
   Expert System, Via Virgilio, 56/Q, 41100 Modena, Italy

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

THE GEMTEQ RESEARCH SYSTEM provides a total solution for all aspects of your business intelligence needs. With the eGems Knowledge base Platform, it provides the tools to allow for the population of a knowledge base. With the eGems Semantic Search and Query component, it provides intelligent search and retrieval functions by combining advanced full text and modern semantic search technologies. With the eGems Summarizer, it extracts and displays the most pertinent expressions from selected documents simultaneously by compacting several complex documents into a single synthesis document.

This suite is composed by:

- **eGems Collector**: component collects the results produced by the eGems Research System. The captured electronic research results are saved, organized and sourced for subsequent use and/or collaboration. This solution includes plugins for both the Window and Mac platforms for IE and Netscape.

- **eGems Summarizer**: component extracts and displays the most pertinent expressions from selected documents simultaneously by compacting several complex documents into a single synthesis document. The system then produces a graphical representation of the document showing the abundance of information. The resultant summary document is produced by adjusting the summary percentage.

- **eGems Semantic Search & Query**: component provides intelligent search and retrieval functions by combining advanced full text and modern semantic search technologies. With content browsing, words or phrases that are found to be present can be interactively selected. In full text searching, words or phrases not recognized as a concept are searched full text.

- **eGems Thesaurus Builder**: includes functions of a Concept Creator and Editor. A thesaurus is created using hierarchy, association, implicit and synonymy relations. A pivot language for the association of terms and concepts is automatically created. Additionally, it is possible to enrich or to create a thesaurus based on the extraction of noun groups from reference documents. The classification tree structure is based upon rules using both boolean and distance operators. Documents are then classified according to these rules. In addition, the thesaurus rules may be modified as well as duplicated.

- **eGems Knowledge base Platform**: provides the tools to allow for the population of a knowledge base. An existing thesaurus may be elected to use for content acquisition. Alternatively, the data capture session starts with specification of an entry point. The depth, or capture level, of the entry point may be selected as well as sub-domains to be visited. The capture may also be limited to a directory or specify which URL’s are not to be considered.
2. **Site Web Language**

   English

3. **Tool interface language**: English

4. **Price**: No communicated

5. **Plateform**

   Windows 95, 98, Me, NT4, 2000, XP

6. **Modularity**: 3

7. **Contact**

   **Site**

   **Mail**
   sales@gemteq.com

   **Center**:
   Gemteq Software Inc, 936 7th Street, Suite R, Novato, CA 94945

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
HUBBARD & HUBBARD Inc:  
20/20 Insight Gold

A. Presentation

1. Tools

With 20/20\textsuperscript{®} Insight GOLD you can set up projects to collect virtually any type of feedback - ideas, opinions, ratings, surveys - from any number of people about the performance of an individual, a team or even your organization as a whole. Every step of the process and all the resources you'll need are included in the purchase of the program.

\textbf{The 360 Smart Kit\textsuperscript{TM}.} The CD-ROM contains valuable resources for asking the right questions up-front and implementing successful feedback projects.

\textbf{Administration Software.} Set up projects quickly and easily with this program, the heart of the 20/20\textsuperscript{®} Insight GOLD system. You can manage multiple projects simultaneously and aggregate report data from as many projects as desired.

\textbf{Survey Library.} This resource contains more than 1,000 items in over 100 categories. You can create the right survey for a specific project by selecting standard items, customizing them or adding your own.

\textbf{Respondent Software.} Gather feedback from respondents using any combination of these five media: local area network, web server, Internet/interoffice e-mail, diskettes or paper.

\textbf{Report Designer.} Select from dozens of standard report formats or design your own individual or aggregate reports by using on-screen wizards.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English
4. **Price**

30 000€ < for one suite.

5. **Platform**: Windows – OS 2

6. **Modularity**: 1

7. **Contact**

   - **Mail**: hubahuba99@aol.com
   - **Center**: Hubbard & Hubbard Inc, 1302 Holm Road Petaluma, CA 94954-1164, USA

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**

![Diagram](image-url)
HUMMINGBIRD SUITE: Knowledge enterprise – Search Server

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Knowledge enterprise
Hummingbird Enterprise™ 2004 - KM provides individuals and teams with the unique ability to fuse information repositories with sophisticated information retrieval and cutting-edge content analysis tools. It allows them to leverage the collective knowledge and experience of an organization to accelerate innovation, speed time to knowledge, and sharpen competitive advantage. KM dramatically improves the way organizations manage their knowledge assets. It allows users to conduct single, unified searches across multiple unstructured information sources including Lotus Notes, Microsoft Exchange Server, Web sites, file repositories, document management systems, multimedia libraries, and more. Additionally, structured data sources like databases and enterprise operational systems are also indexed to provide a truly amalgamated result set.

Search Server
Hummingbird SearchServer delivers scalable, distributed information indexing and searching for multi-tier desktop and Web-based knowledge applications. It helps users to unlock previously hidden content by searching for and retrieving mission-critical information stored in various document types and languages across multiple repositories and platforms. Hummingbird SearchServer is an advanced information retrieval solution for high volume, line-of-business Microsoft Windows and UNIX applications. It is widely used by organizations and OEM partners designing electronic publishing, e-commerce, customer care, online technical support, and other knowledge intensive solutions that require fast access to unstructured information. Hummingbird SearchServer enables users to preview large documents with a one-page abstract of the retrieved item broken into capsule statements that highlight the search criteria. This instantly puts contents in context, allowing individuals to determine whether a particular document is the one they need without having to manually scan it in its entirely or download large files.

2. Site Web Language

English, French, Spanish, Italian, Swedish, Dutch, Russian, Japanese, Korean

3. Tool interface language

Main European languages, Chinese, Japanese, Korean

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
4. **Price**

30 000€< for one application.

5. **Plateform**: Windows

6. **Modularity**: 2

7. **Contact**

- **Site**: [http://www.hummingbird.com/products/km/ss_overview.html](http://www.hummingbird.com/products/km/ss_overview.html)
- **Mail**: Sales@hummingbird.com
- **Center**: Hummingbird, 1 Sparks Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M2H 2W1 Canada
- **One European contact**: Hummingbird, bvd Saint Michel 47, B-1040 Bruxelles, Belgium

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
I NOVA: NovaBOARD&GO

A. Presentation

1. Tools

NovaBOARD&GO is a platform dedicated to manage ideas and innovation process. This solution proposes to:
- manage data on innovation projects: collect and extraction of data;
- Analyse data on innovation (projects, ideas, technologies, patents, etc.). Realizes an innovation dashboard.

2. Site Web Language

French

3. Tool interface language

French

4. Price

30 000€< it depends of work station linked.

5. Plateform

Windows, Linux, ASP

6. Modularity

2

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
7. Contact

Site
http://www.i-nova.fr
Mail

Center:
I-Nova, 11 avenue Albert Einstein, 69100 VILLEURBANNE, France

One European contact:
I-Nova, 11 avenue Albert Einstein, 69100 VILLEURBANNE, France

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
INFONIA SUITE:  
Business Intelligence – Document management

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Business Intelligence
Infonoia's Business Intelligence modules discover and monitor parallel trading activity on the Web, enabling the client to seize best-informed legal and business measures to protect its consumers, brands and businesses. All Business Intelligence reports are web-based or available on CD-ROM/DVD with incremental online updates. Reports deliver incremental results, i.e. no information or source is reported twice. The Infonoia Surveillance Engine can log on to password-protected, fee-based sources and web databases on behalf of the user.

Document management
Infonoia Document Management completely automates the management of your organisation's documents, from archiving to retrieval and processing. Any kind of document is automatically classified "as is" into a folder structure. Readable formats include DOC, PDF, PPT, EXCEL and HTML. Attributes ("digital fingerprints") are automatically assigned to the documents for easy storage and retrieval. The folder structure automatically evolves along user requirements thanks to the learning capacity of the module.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

6 000€ < for one suite.

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
5. **Plateform**

Windows 2000, XP, NT, Linux, ASP

6. **Modularity**

3

7. **Contact**

**Site**
http://www.infonoia.com/

**Mail**

**Center:**
Infonia SA, 7 rue de Berne, C.P. 1642, CH-1211 Genève 1 Mont-Blanc, Suisse

**One European contact:**
Infonia SA, 7 rue de Berne, C.P. 1642, CH-1211 Genève 1 Mont-Blanc, Suisse

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
INTELLIGENXIA: Analytic Freedom Software

A. Presentation

1. Tools

This Intelligenxia is a solution for unlocking the value within unstructured data. Intelligenxia automates analysis of unstructured data and discovers hidden relationships, trends, patterns, and anomalies. With this solution, organizations can create reports, charts, and graphs based on both structured and unstructured data. This results in more comprehensive analysis and better business decisions.

Intelligenxia can create value by discovering hidden relationships within unstructured data as well as important exceptions and outliers that are important for quickly spotting problems in business processes. Intelligenxia automates the manual reading process by using text mining to quickly extract key meanings from a multitude of documents in a variety of formats (.doc, .pdf, emails, www, .ppt, etc.) spanning many disparate and fractured information sources making it possible to analyze large volumes of untapped textual data. The unstructured data is integrated with structured data from an enterprise database to allow comprehensive reporting and analysis.

Intelligenxia finally allows the unstructured data within an organization to be added to traditional business intelligence analyses so now all data can be analyzed and mined to generate better business intelligence. Intelligenxia eliminates the need for preconceived “search-terms”, and reveals previously undetected trends, patterns, correlation, and anomalies among disparate and fractured information systems without human bias. Intelligenxia discovers untapped data assets that businesses can leverage through better-informed business decisions for increased productivity, customer satisfaction, and cost savings.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
4. **Price**

No communicated

5. **Platform:** Windows

6. **Modularity:** 1

7. **Contact**

   **Site:**

   **Mail:**
   [www@www.intelligenxia.com](mailto:www@www.intelligenxia.com)

   **Center:**
   intelligenxia, 4905 Belfort Road, Suite 110, Jacksonville, FL 32256, USA

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
INTELLISEEK SUITE:
BrandPulse Internet

A. Presentation

1. Tools

BrandPulse Internet™ is an Internet Monitoring application that helps marketers, market researchers and product developers measure and track the pulse of consumer "buzz" about any brand, company, or emerging issue. The BrandPulse Internet solution collects and analyzes content from public online databases and discussion boards, and it reports actionable insights via a convenient digital dashboard. BrandPulse represents Real-time Marketing Intelligence at its best. The BrandPulse solution scours the Internet to find relevant discussions about brands, issues, trends and hot topics, and BrandPulse’s broad coverage finds and collects conversations happening on the Internet across three main areas: Large Portals (USENET, general interest sites, etc.), Industry Verticals (specialized sites, such as automotive or health web sites) and MicroSites and smaller communities, including web logs. Intelliseek can add new discussions as they emerge or can go back in time across information that's been indexed over the past three years.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

Deutsch, English, Spanish, French, Italian

4. Price

> 30 000 € for one application.

5. Plateform

Windows
6. Modularity

7. Contact

Site
http://intelliseek.com/
Mail
solutions@intelliseek.com
Center:
Intelliseek, 1128 Main Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
INVENTION MACHINE SUITE: Goldfire innovator

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Goldfire innovator

Goldfire Innovator brings a structured process to inventive problem-solving, arming users with easy-to-use problem-identification, problem-solving and solution-generating capabilities, enabling them to systematically tackle engineering problems spanning: New product development, product and process improvement, detect resolution and prevention, strategic product and technology research, market-barrier elimination and intellectual property protection. With the Researcher’s module, this tool is a patented semantic knowledge engine providing precision research, knowledge management and innovation trend analysis capabilities. Goldfire Innovator delivers rich, critical patent and scientific content - including access to over 15 million worldwide patents, a database of over 8000 scientific effects, and access to more than 3000 cross-disciplinary scientific 'deep web' websites - that is leveraged throughout the problem analysis, problem definition, concept generation, and solution prioritization and validation processes.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English, French

4. Price

> 30 000 € for one application

5. Platform

Windows
6. Modularity

7. Contact

Site
http://www.invention-machine.com/
Mail
uk@invention-machine.co.uk
Center:
Invention Machine corporation, 133 Portland Street, Boston, MA 02114, USA
One European contact:
Invention Machine, PO Box 717227, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK11 1YQ, UK

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
A. Presentation

1. Tools

**Inxight SmartDiscovery** is a complete, integrated and powerful solution for information discovery. Its comprehensive set of advanced text analysis tools include search, entity extraction, event and relationship extraction, categorization and visualization, allowing users to quickly and effectively find the precise information they need. SmartDiscovery interacts and integrates with existing enterprise environments such as portals, intranets, content management systems and email applications. This provides for easy deployment and a compelling return on existing IT investments.

**InxightVizServer** speeds and simplifies the exploration and understanding of large information collections. Using powerful visual representations of data, VizServer presents even the most complex and large hierarchies of documents in an easy-to-understand view, enabling users to easily navigate and quickly locate what they are looking for. The techniques implemented in Inxight VizServer have been proven to be over 60% faster than conventional methods of finding information in large data sets. Inxight VizServer can easily import data from relational databases, thus providing unparalleled integration between unstructured and structured data giving customers the most comprehensive and powerful information exploration and discovery solution.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

- 30 000€ for one suite.
5. **Plateform**

Windows, Linux, Solaris

6. **Modularity**

2

7. **Contact**

- **Site**
- **Mail**
  sales@inxight.com
- **Center:**
  Inxight, 500 Macara Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94085, USA
- **One European contact:**
  Inxight, Centaur House Ancells Business Park, Ancells Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU51 2UN, Angleterre

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

KartOO Watch
To monitor the relevance of your competitors' web sites. Monitor the update of several hundred Web sites with an automated solution. Enrich, share and comment on a knowledge base to your company or to a project group and conduct competitive intelligence. Inform the users and actuate your platform.

For each web site you want to monitor, you just have to enter your login/password on a secure network management console: With this network management console you can parameterize the automated and personalized watch on several hundred or thousand web sites: the URL of the site, the depth or the extent of your research on the site, keywords to be tracked in the content of the web site, the frequency of your watch. Reports sent by e-mail (push mailing) on a regular and customizable frequency (daily, weekly), allow you to have complete and regular details of the use of brand names, products, technologies ... Fundamental to any type of watch (commercial, competitive, technological, statutory).

KartOO KM
KartOO KM allows you to capitalize information, organize common knowledge bases, share information and knowledge, and easily find the capitalized data.

Benefits:
Facilitating knowledge capitalization: KartOO KM makes it possible to very easily capitalize knowledge in thematic columns according to your professional area, individual specific knowledge or evolution of technologies.

Formalizing best practices and value: Kartoo KM makes it possible to formalize best practices and to organize their division among all the employees of your company to improve their individual and collective efficiency.

Managing expertise and networks: KartOO KartOO KM makes it possible to identify every member of the company according to their competence and expertise and to show networks of experts internal or external to the company.

Improving knowledge accessibility: With its structuralization by thematic column and thanks to a powerful internal search engine, KartOO KM allows to reach knowledge bases at a glance. The access to these bases comes true through intranet or extranet portals.

Sharing and spreading knowledge: KartOO KM makes it possible to share knowledge by creating thematic communities and by providing the means to exchange, spread or notify the other members of the community.

Developing collaborations: KartOO KM makes it possible to develop information exchanges and sharing as well as e-learning.
2. **Site Web Language**: English, French, Italian, Deutsch

3. **Tool interface language**: English, French, Italian, Deutsch

4. **Price**:

KartooKM: no communicated: it depends on number of work station.

KartooWatch: 1 000€< for one licence

5. **Plateform**: Windows, Linux, Unix, ASP

6. **Modularity**: 2

7. **Contact**

   **Site**

   **Mail**: alex@kartoo.com

   **Center**:
   KartOO SA, 44 rue fontgieve, 63000 Clermont-ferrand, France

   **One European contact**:
   KartOO SA, 44 rue fontgieve, 63000 Clermont-ferrand, France

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**

![CAPTIWAD Diagram](image-url)
KNOWINGS SUITE:  
Global Finder – Knowledge Manager

A. Presentation

1. Tools

 KNOWINGS GlobalFinder is a solution of multisources and Multilanguages information retrieval. This solution proposes notably -automatic translation, clustering, alert.- inquiring of multi sources by a single request; -automatic translation in many languages; -watch of kind of sources; -securitised and personalized management to access to sources; -classification of results by pertinence and clustering; -backup and query automatisation; -alerts of users by email.

KnowledgeManager, Knowings proposes a solution for the knowledge management, content management and collaborative work.-collect, classification and management of contents; -Share and dissemination of knowledge; -Capitalization and dissemination of experience; -Automatisation of operational process; -Cross and stimulate competences;

2. Site Web Language

French,

3. Tool interface language

Deutsch, English, Spanish, French, Italian

4. Price

> 30 000€ for one suite.
5. **Plateform**

Windows, Solaris

6. **Modularity**

3

7. **Contact**

**Site**
http://www.knowings.com/

**Center:**
Knowings, Savoie Technolac, Bâtiment Alouette II, BP 354, 73372 Le Bourget du Lac, France

**One European contact:**
Knowings, Savoie Technolac, Bâtiment Alouette II, BP 354, 73372 Le Bourget du Lac, France

---

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**

![CAPTIWAD Diagram](image_url)
A. Presentation

1. Tools

Livelink Enterprise Suite is a complete and consolidated solution. Each component is fully integrated—there is no need for custom configurations to ensure that your workflows can be applied to your content management application, for example. Livelink Enterprise Suite provides tightly integrated services that deliver true dynamic collaboration and knowledge sharing between individuals, teams, and organizations—enabling companies to be their most effective and innovative. Fully Web-based and open-architected, Livelink Enterprise Suite ensures rapid deployment, affordable and accelerated adoption, and low cost of ownership—providing increased returns on investments, enhanced productivity, and greater profitability.

Livelink Enterprise Suite is a complete and consolidated solution. Each component is fully integrated—there is no need for custom configurations to ensure that your workflows can be applied to your content management application, for example. Employee training and adoption is simpler and more cost-effective—using an integrated solution, employees only need to learn one interface for the entire suite of enterprise services. And since all of the Livelink Enterprise Suite components are provided by the same vendor, the total cost of ownership—initial implementation and ongoing maintenance fees—is significantly reduced.

Features:
- Store information in a robust knowledge repository
- Provide the means for employees to collaborate effectively and intelligently
- Provide enterprise instant messaging facilities
- Simplify and enhance Web content management
- Automate business processes for improved productivity and efficiency
- Harvest and leverage internal and external knowledge
- Deliver training to diverse groups and departments within your organization
- Control all recorded information in your organization, systematically and scientifically
- Create personalized views
- Provide secure wireless access

2. Site Web Language

English

Redactors: C. Jungers / S. Goria
3. **Tool interface language:** Deutsch, French, English

4. **Price:** >30 000 € for one application. It depends on number of workstation.

5. **Plateform:** Windows, Sun

6. **Modularity:** 2

7. **Contact**

    **Site:**
    [http://www.opentext.com/basis/productdetails.html](http://www.opentext.com/basis/productdetails.html)

    **Mail:**
    info.france@opentext.com

    **Center:**
    Open Text Corporation, 185 Colombia St.W., Waterloo, ON, N2L 5Z5, Canada
    **One European contact:**
    Open Text France, Tour Areva, 24th floor, 1 place de la Coupole, 92084 Paris La Défense, France

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**

---

[Diagram of CAPTIWAD functionality]

- **INVESTIGATION**: 40%
- **WATCH+ ALERT**: 20%
- **CAPITALIZATION**: 100%
- **ANALYSIS**: 33%
- **DISSEMINATION**: 100%

**NEED**

**ANSWER**

---
A. Presentation

1. Tools

Ethnos
ETHNOS is structured in 3 main modules:

Design of the questionnaire: This module deals with the drawing up of the questionnaire carried out by simply entering the wording for your questions. They can be any type of question, for example open-ended, single response, multiple choice, numerical or date related. Powerful functions such as the library, equipped with several hundred pre-prepared questions and the simple cut and paste feature, speeds up and simplifies the task. Once the questionnaire has been typed in, Ethnos automatically arranges it in a suitable layout and prints a copy in a high quality presentation. (The presentation style can be adapted to other formats if necessary.)

Entering responses: Everything has been designed to speed up and simplify the collection and entering of answers. The data entry module offers a quick and user-friendly interface for entry of data by keyboard or mouse, for questionnaires completed on paper. It is also possible to produce a questionnaire onto a computer disk, which may be copied as many times as necessary and then sent to respondents, who can reply using their micro computers, without needing Ethnos.

Analyses and presentation: Once your data has been entered, you have at your disposal a fabulous potential for analysing and presenting the results of your survey, for example unlimited cross-tabulations, multi-criteria filters, generation of subpopulations, summary and automatic reports etc. At a simple click of the mouse, you can change each result table into the graphic chart of your choice. Ethnos offers you a unique package of effective and original graphs and charts, such as spider diagrams, target and bubble charts, as well as conventional graphs such as pie charts, histograms and bar charts in 2 and 3 dimensions. By creating a statfolio to regroup together all your desired results and presentation parameters, you can apply your processing to other fields of enquiry.

Net Survey
Net Survey equires no special installation for the server. The responses from the people questioned are sent back by return mail and are automatically analysed, then added to the response file in the Ethnos format. They can also be transferred to other formats, i.e. ASCII (fixed or limited), Dbase, Paradox etc. The addressee option allows you to manage databases of addressees for surveys. This allows you to send surveys by e-mail, personally addressed to respondents, or to notify them by fax or e-mail, indicating the availability of the survey on an Internet or Intranet server. As the surveys are completed and returned, the system links each addressee with their responses so that you can keep track of the returns and chase up any missing surveys.

Redactors: C Jungers / S Goria
Net Survey can of course directly load a questionnaire created by Ethnos and transform it into a HTML file. The data, having been retrieved and stored in the Ethnos format, can immediately be analysed and transformed into results tables and graphs. Any recurring processes can be done automatically using Ethnos's system of statfolios.

2. **Site Web Language**: English, French, Deutsch, Spanish

3. **Tool interface language**: English, French, Deutsch, Spanish

4. **Price**: 6000€< for one suite.

5. **Plateform**: Windows

6. **Modularity**: 2

7. **Contact**


   **Center**: Soft Concept, 71 cours Albert Thomas, 69447 Lyon cedex 3, Fr

   **One European contact**: Soft Concept, 71 cours Albert Thomas, 69447 Lyon cedex 3, Fr

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

**Ultraseek**: Compared with other search engines and appliances, Verity Ultraseek delivers extremely low ongoing administration and overhead. Its solid, stable and reliable architecture has been proven to deliver extremely low ongoing administrative overhead by thousands of successful implementations. An intuitive browser-based GUI provides the flexibility to control the entire search process, so you can centrally manage distributed deployments, and “set-and-forget,” or monitor usage and tweak settings to fine-tune results. Ultraseek’s extreme scalability also allows it to grow with your business to support more users, information and concurrent queries.

**K2 Catalog**: Verity K2 Catalog ensures that your customers find exactly what they’re looking for—and more. Besides providing advanced Verity search that makes finding products on your site quick and easy, Verity K2 Catalog’s Intelligent Merchandising lets you influence purchasing decisions by suggesting related products, upselling and promoting specific merchandise to add profitable site stickiness. Personalized service features powered by Verity’s unique social network technology take this a step further by tailoring the online shopping experience based on customer behaviour.

2. Site Web Language

English, french, Deutsch, Japan

3. Tool interface language

70 languages

4. Price

>30000€ for one suite.

5. Plateform

Windows, Linux, Sun, Unix, AIX, HP-UX
6. Modularity

7. Contact

**Site**

**Mail**
Center:
Verity Inc., 894 Ross Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA

**One European contact:**
Verity France, 14 Place Marie Jeanne Bassot, 92593 Levallois Perret, France

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
VISUAL ANALYTICS SUITE: Visualinks – Digital Information Gateway

A. Presentation

1. Tools

Visualinks: Software package which identifies and highlights underlying patterns and trends in data by using advanced link analysis techniques. Software is available in a network or standalone version. Visualinks® is a platform-independent, graphical analysis tool used to discover patterns, trends, associations and hidden networks in any number and type of data sources. Visualinks presents data graphically uncovering underlying relationships and patterns. Visualinks addresses the entire analytical process – from access and integration to presentation and reporting – providing a single and complete solution to a broad range of data analysis needs. Visualinks provides an advanced set of analysis tools that allows you to:

- Integrate multiple databases from different formats and locations
- Display large volumes of data with no size limit
- Reveal direct and indirect linkages among entities
- Couple directly to existing database systems without data re-entry
- Uncover and expose interactions and relationships between all types of data
- Generate charts and graphs directly from the data
- Provide advanced analytical functions ensuring accurate pattern detection
- Perform proactive and reactive analysis supporting tactical and strategic operations
- Easily scale to support any environment
- Collaborate online with others
- Save data in a variety of formats including database, HTML, XML, image and text files

Digital Information Gateway: Digital Information Gateway (DIG™) is an advanced information sharing and retrieval solution that searches any number of databases, documents, web sites and e-mails simultaneously. DIG supports large numbers of databases, documents and users allowing users to search volumes of data to quickly and accurately find what they need, when they need it. Integrated security controls set access limits to protect sensitive data. The DIG Server-to-Server capability creates a secure and selective information sharing network. This powerful feature enables organizations to share data with other organizations while maintaining security and control over their data. Simply put, DIG Server-to-Server creates a virtual data warehouse without the costs and security concerns typically associated with data warehousing.
2. **Site Web Language**: English

3. **Tool interface language**: English, Arab, French, Hindi

4. **Price**: 6 000€ < for one suite.

5. **Plateform**: Windows, Mac, Linux, Sun

6. **Modularity**: 2

7. **Contact**

   Site  

   Mail  
   info@visualanalytics.com

   Center:  
   Visual Analytics Inc., 20010 Fisher Avenue, 2nd Floor, Poolesville, MD 20837, USA

---

B. **Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
A. Presentation

1. Tools

When the image processing is complete, the image is ready for investigation, using GenTree, an extremely powerful investigation tool. Upon opening GenTree, an easy-to-use, Explorer-style interface is presented. This allows straightforward, yet detailed examination of all the file systems within the processed image, plus access to unallocated areas of the image. Navigating round the image is easy - all areas of the file system (free space, slack space etc.) are individually grouped in the directory tree pane, and original directory paths are retained at all times, regardless of which view is being used. The hundreds of built-in viewers enable effortless and efficient viewing of files. Swift word searching is essential for the computer investigator. Using the word index files built by GenText, the word searching is phenomenally fast. Gigabytes of data can be rapidly and effectively searched in a matter of seconds! Files of interest may be tagged, and automatically placed into a separate tagged files view for easy management of potentially evidential material. A powerful suite of hashing options for hash matching (for inclusion or exclusion purposes) is provided. The many reporting, copying and exporting functions give flexibility and control over production of evidential information.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

Deutsch, English, Danish, Norsk

4. Price

No communicated

5. Plateform

Mac and Linux
6. Modularity

7. Contact

Site
http://www.vogon-international.dk/computer-forensics/gentree-software.php
Mail
datarekonstruksjon@vogon.no
Center:
Vogon International AS, Ostensjoveien 36, PB 6568, Etterstad, 0607 Oslo, Norway
One European contact:
Vogon International AS, Ostensjoveien 36, PB 6568, Etterstad, 0607 Oslo, Norway

B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD
WISDOMAIN INC
Wisdomain Focust System

A. Presentation

1. Tools

This tool is a suite of integrated solutions and services that help companies derive tangible results from intangible assets in the new economy. Wisdomain Focust consists of the Search Module, the Citation Module and the Analysis Module designed to meet enterprise-wide requirements as below, analyses patents, database and citations analysis.

Search module: the Search Module secures patent searching, viewing, organizing through standard browser interface.

Citation module: As an integral component of Focust, the Citation Module uncovers all references to a selected patent and shows the full-history of patent citation relationships to help you mainly in: finding new lines of revenue from holding patents, identifying the way to cope with unexpected patent infringement lawsuit, seeking external business partners to market faster and to avoid risks.

Analysis module: In combination with the Search Module, the Analysis Module - by leveraging the full value of patents - helps companies gain the overall technical intelligence to create a sustainable market advantage in their business environments. This powerful module provides two flexible interfaces to satisfy both online and offline analysis requirements.

2. Site Web Language

English

3. Tool interface language

English

4. Price

No communicated

5. Plateform: Windows
6. **Modularity**

7. **Contact**

**Site**
http://www.wisdomain.com/Overview.htm

**Mail**
info@wisdomain.com

**Center:**
Wisdomain Inc, 2300 North Barrington Road, Suite 400, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195, USA

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**
XEROX: Ask Once

A. Presentation

1. Tools

askOnce is the Enterprise Content Integration Solution making global knowledge accessible with just one query made anywhere in the world. It is a cross-lingual information point that assimilates information from all corporate and deep web sources as well as enterprise repositories and applications. askOnce co-exists within any IT infrastructure, leveraging existing technology without imposing change. It is an affordable vendor-neutral framework that complements strategic IT direction and development. It easily and quickly adapts to change in the corporate information space and promotes best-of-breed technology selection.

askOnce streamlines search, access and analysis of critical information and data. It extracts knowledge from large repositories of textual and numerical information such as e-mails, documents, reports and databases. It monitors, organizes and establishes linkage between related and unrelated pieces of knowledge. It displays knowledge results in an understandable way for the end user as well notifies her whenever new information of interest has been gathered or identified. It also matches the user's needs and profile to find and to present knowledge that is relevant to the user and to her tasks.

askOnce consists of a core server Java application, a set of repository-specific "Wrappers", a user interface for simple and precision searching. The entire set-up is Java-based, so it's fast to install and simple to support. askOnce is flexible and easy to use from any Java-enabled browser.

askOnce "Wrapper" technology provides an effective, scalable way to search any data repository, from government or educational databases on the web, to local archives of unstructured information. askOnce provides a large number of wrappers 'out of the box' (see exhibit 2 for a complete list of core wrappers). Additional certified wrappers are available from our Wrapper Library.

2. Site Web Language

Many European languages

3. Tool interface language

Deutsch, English, Spanish, French, Italian
4. **Price**

30000 € < for one application with translation help.

5. **Plateform**

Windows, Linux, Sun, OS

6. **Modularity:** 2

7. **Contact**

**Site**
http://www.askonce.com/

**Mail**
info@askonce.com

**Center:**
Xerox askOnce, 6 chemin de Maupertuis, 38240 Meylan, France

**One European contact:**
Xerox askOnce, 6 chemin de Maupertuis, 38240 Meylan, France

---

**B. Representation of the functionality by CAPTIWAD**

![CAPTIWAD Diagram](image-url)